in Year One
This Month’s Progress Certificates:
This month we were using our science skills
to observe over time by planting our pea seeds which have been sent
home. We hope you are able to plant them in pots or in the garden; they
should flower and hopefully you will be able to pick some of your own
peas. We also set up an experiment where pea seeds were given
different conditions and predicted which peas would grow.

Kara, Gurvir, Rajvir, Nazieh, Martin,
Marysia and Phobe.
This Month’s Achievement
Certificates:
Cyrus, Dijah, Tahsin, Olivia, Elizan,
Clia, Jahneca, and Oliver.
Reader of the Month:
Oliver and Tahsin.

We finished writing up our
stories based upon ‘One
Plastic Bag’. We decided to
recycle plastic bags and
make them into skipping
ropes, these have been used
at playtime.

We have been learning about
seeds and how they grow in
Science and in English. This
week we have written our
own non-fiction booklet
about plants.

March phonics: u-e, a-e, air, are, i-e, o-e

Design and Technology
We made skipping ropes from joining
and plaiting plastic bags. We are having
fun using them at break and lunchtime!

In Maths this month we have covered a
number of areas. We have learned
about fractions, and how to find a
half/quarter of shapes and amounts. We
have also been looking at measuring
height and length. We have been able to
compare sizes using key words such as
longer than, shorter than, tallest,
shortest etc. We have completed lots of
fun practical tasks to go along with this
such as measuring items around the
school using cubes, arranging items by
height/length order, and using rulers. Be
sure to practise your measuring at home
(you might even want to make a height
chart).

PE is on Monday and Wednesday, please make sure your child has their full indoor and
outdoor PE kit in school, thank you.

